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CRASH!
What was that?!



The Plan
That was a close one

The seismic activity was recorded right next to the hangars at Fort
Star Strike. The fort sent its best scientists and bravest airmen to

investigate. Above ground, they found just a large hole. Below,
there was a previously unknown cave the quickly was endangered.

The expansion consists of two halves. The air half consists of hangars  
that house A Cadet's Journey, the interactive motion simulator, and
Sky High Dining, a simulated dinner in the sky. While you are here,
make sure to visit Air Traders to pick up exclusive Fort Star Strike

patches.
On the other side of the runways, journey below to find the Cavern
Cleanup, an expedition to cleanup the crash site of a crashed alien
ship in a never before seen subterranean ecosystem. While there,
visit the Base Camp Canteen to eat and take in the environment.



Air Force personnel 
have dug underground and

located the crash site.
Enter at your own risk!

CAUTION: NOW ENTERINGCAUTION: NOW ENTERINGCAUTION: NOW ENTERING
CRASH SITECRASH SITECRASH SITE



Crash Site Cleanup

Crashed underground, the
Alien Spaceship is polluting
The Earth. Join with other

recruits to contain the
pollutant that is seeping from

the Alien Ship.
This immersive Multi-Level Play Area
contains three zones; The Crash Site,
Mushroom Grove, and Crystal Caves

each with an assortment of play areas
and interactive experiences to

accommodate all guests.

Attraction #1



Each area contains a pool
which fills with plastic balls to

simulate a pollutant. 
 

Occasionally, the system will
over flow! This triggers an

emergency scenario which will
refill the emptying "pollutant"

ball pits.



BASE CAMP CANTEEN
Quick Service



Inside the Cave system the Air
Force has constructed a base

camp to help with cleaning the
Crash Site

 
The food inside are classic

favorites with a few specialty
options including the glittering
Mushroom Burger with pickled
mushrooms. Also the rainbow

rock shake with popping candy
and rock candy straw. 



 
Characters are wandering the park and

interacting with guests, bringing them into
the story.

 
Extraterrestrials, Quasar, Cosma, and AU801-C,
have vacated the crash site. They are seeking
information from guests about the planet on

which they have just landed.
 

Air Force Officials, Clyde Cessna and Fiona
Fuselage, are desperate to protect everyone
from this invasion, but they will need more

recruits for special missions to be successful.

ENTERTAINMENT
ELEMENT

Who will you help?



Help the Air Force in protecting

our Earth. 

Learn from master pilots, and

hear about their experiences,

from cadet to captain to general

to commander.

Calling All Cadets!



A Cadet's journey

'A Cadet's Journey' allows guests to train
like an air force pilot. Pilot and co-pilot

must work together to complete the task.
They will endure training sessions and

complete different missions to earn
badges. The type of task completed

determines which type of badge is earned.

The missions are updated seasonally, so
guests are encouraged to come back to
complete new missions and collect new

badges!

Attraction #2



Air Traders

Located in the main
hangar, guests enter
from the exit of the

simulator ride and also
are able upon entering

the hangar. 

Purchase your jacket
and have the badges

you earned embroidered
to showcase your

skills.

Merchandise Location



Some of the Possible Badges:
Ice Ace - Successful Ice Landing
Wild Weather Ace - Successful Mission in Crazy Weather
Conditions 
Master Pilot - Fifteenth Mission Completed
Burner Ace - Continually Uses Up All Fuel
Costly Ace - Lots of Damage to the Plane
On Target Ace - 85% or Better Hits

Merchandise Item



Dine in all parts of the world in
just a matter of minutes!

 
This modified airplane cabin has
been expanded to include booths
and tables for ultimate comfort.

 
Peek out the window to see a

display of images from all
around the world.

Sky High Dining
Sit-Down Dining Experience



We Hope to See You Soon at
Fort Star Strike!


